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The Marketing Concept in Banking
Marketing is a big word1 in current business vocabulary.
It is regarded as one of the most successful techniques to
management contributing to commercial and industrial growth.
Banking, among others, is one of the oldest types of business in
history that still survives and maintains its importance in the
business world. As a general rule, bankers have too often been the
last ones to hear about new techniques of management and to have
applied such techniques to their business.
The marketing concept is the recognition by a business firm
that customer orientation. is necessary in order to survive in a
buyer's market. Management, if it embraces the marketing concept,
would do well to recognize that a business firm exists to serve
customers, and that, in the long run, a firm can satisfy its owners
only through customer satisfaction.
Banking as a business is not different from other business
in so far as the need for a marketing concept is concerned. In
Hong Kong, both the number of banks and branch offices have
increased rapidly in recent years. While there were some 136 banks
and branch offices in 1964, by 1971 the number grew to 431.
2Moreover, the number of other financial institutions, such as
savings and loans associations, credit unions, mutual funds and
investment clubs, etc. also multiplied to intensify the competition
for demand and time deposits and for other customer assets.
Banks begin to realize that they have to be outgoing and
sell their services, a two-men team of public relations-advertising
director and his secretary will not do the job. The early addition,
of marketing personnel by banks parallel the stage in marketing
development when a firm is still making autonomous product decisions
and hoping the marketing staff can manage to sell the product.
Gradually, however, banks shift to the adoption of the marketing
concept, where customer-oriented decisions pervade all levels of
decision making.
The marketing concept that seeks to satisfy the customer
does not mean that a bank should hand over management's prerogatives
to the customer.2 To be customer-oriented does not mean to be
customer-dominated. There is a vast difference. The logical way
to maintain customer-awareness will be to balance the interests of
the bank and its customers in making key decisions.
From a marketing viewpoint, banking is also a multi-product
operation. Just as one product of a manufacturing company relates
to other products in the line as well as to competitive products,
the various services offered by a bank have also a marketing
relationship to each other as well as to competitive services.
Therefore, banking needs an organized and integrated marketing
approaches in order to achieve its ultimate objectives.
However, marketing concepts are not fully understood by
the banking community, and so they are too careful in replying the
marketing techniques. In. a study of the Status of Bank Marketing
conducted for the American Bankers Association in 1965, Robert E.
Marcum indicated that the percentage of banks having a formal
marketing department was pitifully small:
"97% of those banks we have seen have not committed
to writing measurable marketing objectives and
supporting action programs. Compared to industry
performance, lack of analytical marketing plans is
pitiful. The banking community, as a whole, is at
least ten years behind industry in its marketing
sophistication!"3
Now, before further comments on bank marketing are made,
several definitions need special attention.
Bank-- as defined in the Hong Kong's Banking Ordinance of
1948, a bank is any institution engaged in. the receipt of money on
current or deposit account or in payment and collection of cheques
drawn by or paid in by a customer or in the making or receipt of
remittances or in the purchase and sale of gold or silver coin or
bullion.
Marketing--Marketing is the performanceof business
activities that direct the flow of goods and services from producer
to customer or user.4
Marketing Program-A marketing program is the planning of
intermediate marketing efforts.5
4Bank Marketing-The term "Bank Marketing" has been defined
in various ways. The following one is perhaps typical:
"Bank Marketing is the art of getting the right services
to the right entities at the right time on the right terms
by the right promotion to satisfy these entities' a needs
in the attempt to attain the bank's overall objectives."6
Despite the variations in definitions, two characteristics of bank
marketing stand out which deserve our attention.
First, marketing is customer-oriented.7 What is critical
is that customers be satisfied, that their needs and wants be
fulfilled by the products or services a bank offers. Banks are so
accustomed to thinking in terms of what they sell that it is hard.
for them to learn to think in terms of what customers buy. For
many years banks were selling the idea of thrifty saving in order
to afford new cars or household appliances, while customers were
buying the satisfaction of immediate ownership and were willing to
pay for it through time payment plans. If banks are to create and
deliver customer-satisfying services, then they must learn. what
satisfactions the customers are seeking after.
Secondly, marketing is an active process.8 Effective
marketing plans do not just happen. by chances, they are created.
Delivery of a poorly conceived service is just plain Chad marketing.
On the other hand, the most thoroughly customer-oriented creation
can be ruined by bad delivery or selling. A bad deliver, as we
shall see, can occur at a teller's window, at an officer's desk,
5or from a television commercial. Without question, marketing is
an, active, creative process involving all the bank's personnel.
Purpose of Study and Basic Assumptions
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is, first, intended to make a
general survey of the marketing programs of banks licensed in
Hong Kong: to what extent the banks have developed an organized
marketing effort, and how they manage their marketing functions.
In attempting at such a survey, the modern bank marketing
knowledge will be utilized when it is appropriate.
The second purpose of the study is to evaluate and compare
the marketing programs of different categories of licensed
incorporated banks in Hong Kong. Thirdly, this study attempts
to stimulate the interests of the banking community facing with
increase competitions to pay more attention to the marketing
aspects of banking. Finally, this study may serve to pave the way
for a more vigorous exploration of the hitherto little known field
of bank marketing.
Basic Assumptions
Several basic assumptions are made in this study:
A. The objectives and the methods of banks in marketing their services
are not centradictory to the interests of the community.
B. The marketing techniques employed are subject to the legal
6constraints imposed by the law of Hong Kong.
C. Banks may or may not adopt the integrated marketing approach,
but still they can achieve their goals of profitability.
D. Banks operated mainly for the reasons of political prestige are
not influenced by such marketing philosophy in their policies
and management.
E. As the banks have to market their services to the individual
customers of the mass community much more than to the corporate
customers, so the marketing programs of all banks focus their
attention mostly to the retail banking business, so, this study
will concentrate on the retail banking aspect unless otherwise
specified, and
F. Not all marketing techniques and terms are applicable to banking.
Methodlogy and Limitations
Methodlogy
Methods used in undertaking the present study are mainly
library research and field survey.
Library Research This research phase was cond.ucted mainly
in the libraries of the Chinese University of Hong Kong and its
three foundation colleges, and the University of Hong Kong. Books
and periodicals on bank marketing can be found in the United States,
the United Kingdom and Hong Kong. However, there has never been any
7research on bank marketing programs in Hong Kong. Therefore, the
author had to conduct field study in order to obtain the necessary
information for the present study.
Field Work
A. Methods of Data Collection
Due to the nature of the population involved, the problem
under investigation, and the limited resources available, the author
had to rely primarily on after-the fact data collection. and analysis.
Only in a few cases had there been the opportunity to observe the
marketing process as it occurred, and even then it was limited to
a few isolated cases, making it difficult to arrive at generalizations.
The methods of data collection itilized included study of
written records, interviews and questionnaires. Prior to the field
study itself, a pilot covering three banks was conducted and the
results were used to test and sharpen the data collection instruments.
a. Study of Written Records
Written records were mainly from governmental and
professional sources with very little information from the banks
themselves. In most of the banks, no records were kept about their
marketing programs. Although most banks have kept credit information
about their customers and also information concerning different kinds
of industries and commerce, they had no information about their own
8industry. This posed great difficulty in. the process of data
collection.
b. Field Interviews
Interviews were conducted with the management of each
bank and the key personnel in. the marketing program. However, such
interviews were considerably time-consuming, and the average time
taken. for an interview was about one to two hours. Table I-1
summarises the time taken. in interviewing the banks under study by
sizes. The approach used was the focused interview in which a
structured, but somewhat flexible schedule was folLowed, allowing
the interview to be adjusted to the particular situation of the bank
under study.
Table I-1 Average Time Taken in Banks under Study by Sizes
Large Medium Small TotalAverage Time Taken O/% 0 ONo. Nol No Nollof 7 of 8 of 5 of 20
Under 1 hour 0 00.00 2 25.00 4 57.14 6 30.00
1 to 2 hours 3 60.00 4 50.00 3 42.85 10 50.00
Over 2 hours 2 2 25.00 0 00.00 4 20.00X40.00
c. Questionnaires
Questionnaires were used only for obtaining supplementary
information from the interviewees. In. some areas where the interviewee
was asked to evaluate several different possibilities, a written
questionnaire was completed by him as part of the interview.
9B. Emphasis on Intensive Study
It has been. emphasized that it is not the main purpose of
the study to arrive at a generalized model, although some generalized
suggestions are included, in the summary. The author follows silltiz,
Deutsch and Cook (1965) who suggested that:
Scientists working in relatively unformulated areas,
where there is little experience to serve as a guide,
have found the intensive study of selected examples to
be a particularly fruitful method for simulating
insights and. suggesting hypotheses for research.9
The above authors also make it clear that the purpose of their
approach is not just to collect data under what is sometimes called
the case study approach, but also to define three major differences
between. the "case study" and" intensive study" approaches.
a. The first difference lies in the attitude of the investigator
involved, in the intensive study; it is one of alert receptivity,
of seeking rather than. testing.
b. The second difference is the intensity of the study group,
incident, or situation selected for investigation. One attempts,
in the intensive study, to obtain sufficient information to
characterize and explain both the unique features of the case being
studied and those which it shares with other cases.
c.The third.difference is the reliance on the integrative powers
of the investigator involved in the intensive study, that is, his
ability to draw together many diverse bits of information into
a unified interpretation.
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So, in the process of seeking facts and infromation, the author
attempted to draw together diverse bits of information into a unified
interpretation. Because many local bankers were not conscious of
such concepts as bank marketing and the relevant terminology, the
task of facts seeking and information retrieval would have to be
built up upon diverse and implicit bits of information which concern
with the various aspects of an integrated bank marketing program.
C. The Field Sample
The data collection phase was carried out by the author
with the kind help from the Lingnan Institute of Business Administration,
the Chinese University of Hong Kong, which had a previous research
project on "The Development of Banking in Hong Kong". As a result,
only banks meeting the following qualifications were considered,
a. Must be a licensed incorporated bank in Hong Kong.
b. Must be allowed to undertake any banking business within
Hong Kong.
c. Must be a bank with wide connections with other banks and
financial institutions of other parts of the world.
In addition, the following selection rules were applied:
d. Must be a profit-oriented bank;
e. Must have over HK$100 million in deposits.
It was clear that the present study was mainly concerned with the
medium and large size banks with reference to the Hong Kong banking
industry. Banks with deposits of less than HK$100 million were
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usually very small or very conservative, having only one or two
management people and no specialization of employees in any of the
bank marketing functions. Therefore, the bank under study,
f. must have a management team of four or more people
g. Must have more than one person involved in the
Marketing functions,
h. Must have more than one branch office within Hong Kong
i. Must be willing to co-operate in the study and have
marketing people available for interview.
Limitations
There were several limitations in this study:
1. There was a total of seventy licensed incorporated banks10 in Hong
Hong, of which twelve were in existence simply because of the
consideration. of political prestige, another sixteen. had only
one or no branch office within Hong Kong. Therefore, only forty-two
banks came within. the author's definition. The author visited
only twenty-two banks out of these forty-two, as he was unable to
secure the co-operation from the rest. However, the twenty-two
banks visited were rather typical of the local banks. They were
representatives of their groups according to the type of ownership
and siz e. Of these twenty-two banks, only twenty provided sufficient
information for the author to continue his field research. These
twenty banks, therefore, constituted the field sample of the
present study.
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For convenience' sake , the " licensed incorporatedbanks
would be shortenedas the " banks in the followingchapter unless
otherwise specified .
2 . The author has limited the marketingprogramsto the retail
banking business as mentionedearlier in this chapter . There were
of course many aspects in . the wholesalebanking business which
ought to be emphasized. The reason for such arbitrary limitation
was that the marketing programs of the retail banking business
deserved foremost consideration. in the present - day banking industry .
3 . The technical aspects involved in the marketingfunction would
not be consideredas relevant to this study .
4 . The author did not intend to conducta further survey about the
marketingknow - how of the top managementp ople in banks .
The Structureof the Thesis
ChapterI of this thesis describes, in its first part , the
basic conceptsin bank marketing. The second part of the chapter
indicates the purpose and basic assumptionsof the study . The
third . part includes a brief descriptionof the methodologyused in
the field study . It also reviews the methodologyused in the field
study . It also reviews the methods of sample selection andchta
collection.
Chapter II includes an overview of Hong Kong banking industry .
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Its first part describes the classification of the licensed banks
in. Hong Kong. The second part reveals the historical and future
trends of the banking operations, while the organizational aspects
of the banking industry are presented in the last part of the chapter.
Chapter III discusses the utilization of marketing
techniques in Hong Kong banks. The first part describes the
elements of a bank marketing programme. The second part gives an
overall view of the organization. of the marketing efforts. Available
approaches to bank marketing are presented as the last part of the
chapter.
In Chapter IV, the administration. of marketing programs
in Hong Kong banks is investigated and the resulting findings are
presented. The first part describes the management process in.
administering the marketing programs. The planning of the marketing
mix and administering the marketing campaigns constitute the major
consideration. in the last part of the chapter.
The purpose of Chapter V is to summarize and to evaluate
the existing marketing programs of banks licensed in Hong Kong. The
first part summarizes the marketing strategies and policies of their
marketing programs. The second part evaluate the various aspects
of the marketing mix, the merits and limitations of such marketing
programs in the light of their implementing techniques.
The final chapter attempts to discuss how marketing would
14
work in the banks under study, together with a concluding remark
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CHAPTER II
AN OVERVIEW OF LICENSED BANKS IN HONG KONG
The main purpose of this chapter is to provide a general
background information about the licensed banks in Hong Kong, which
may shed some light on the past and future trends of their marketing
policies and strategies.
The first part of this chapter classifies the licensed banks
by their ownership, their status and their functions. Next, the
banking services offered by the banks under study will be discussed,
as they constitute the "products" of the banks' marketing programs.
The organizational aspects of the banking industry will be explored
in the last part of this chapter, as these determine the success and
the implementation of the marketing programs.
Accordingly, this chapter will review three areas:
1. Classification of the licensed banks in. Hong Kong
2. Historical and future trends of the Banking operations
3. The organizational aspects of the banking industry.
These discussions will help much to visualize their existing
marketing programs and the need for improving marketing techniques
which will be the major concern of the following chapters.
17
CLASSIFICATION OF THE
LICENSED BANKS IN HONG KONG
Hong Kong possesses what can be described as a mixed
banking system. This is due partly to the complex political and
economic environment and. partly due to the very broad definition
given to the word "Banks" in Hong Kong Law.
The banks licensed in. Hong Kong actually include many
institutions, which are not, in functional terms, commercial banks
as generally understood. According to the Laws of Hong Kong, all
institutions aspiring to use the name bank or to carry on. banking
business with the public need to have permission to do so by means
of registering with the Financial Secretary, to possess a licence,
and to submit to him an annual balance sheet. Banks, as defined in
Hong Kong's banking Ordinance of 1948, are institutions engaged in,
the receipt of money on. current or deposit account or in payment and
collection of cheques drawn by or paid in by a customer or in the
making or receipt of remittances or in the purchase and sale of gold
or silver coin or bullion However, in October 1964, a new banking
Ordinance was approved covering the licensing an.d. regulation of
corporate and non-corporate banks, to be administered by the
Financial Secretary, assisted by the Banking Advisory Committee and
the Commissioner of Banking. The four to seven members of the
Committee are all appointed by the Governor for an indeterminate
period. Banking business can in future only be carried on by
corporations, but the Financial Secretary is permitted to renew a
18
banking license originally granted to an un-incorporated firm,
although in this case it is not permitted to use the term "bank"
in the name.
Owing to such broad legal definition of the term "bank",
there is a great diversity of business which the banks undertake.
Of the licensed banks which have paid the annual fee prescribed in
the Banking Ordinance, seventy of them are incorporated and the
remaining three are un-incorporated finance companies being granted
banking licences. Lists of incorporated and unincorporated licensed
banks are given in Appendix A. The following sections attempt to
classify such banks on the basis of their ownership, status and
functions.
Classification by Ownership
Generally speaking, the banks classified in this way fall
into five major categories, as shown in Table II-1.
Historically, the earliest banks established in Hong Kong
were British banks, This was only natural as a result of the Treaty
of Nanking of 1842 under which Hong Kong was ceded to the British
Crown. The very first bank ever equiped. with modern. banking
facilities was the Oriental Bank, which was established in 1845 and
closed in 1884. Later, the other two British banks - The Chartered
Bank and The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation - were
established, in 1859 and 1862 respectively. These two banks still
maintain their dominant position in Hong Kong's money market.
19














Sources: Bankers Year Book, 1969, Chinese Bankers Club
The Banking Commissioner of Hong Kong.
Besides the banks of British interests, there were a large
number of banks operated by the local Chinese. They were originally
owned, mostly by money dealers and goldsmiths on a family basis
They acted as intermediaries of foreign currencies exchange and
remittance agencies for local and overseas Chinese. They accepted
only small amount of deposits from their acquaintance and granted.
loans mainly to their own partners. After the new Banking Ordinance
came into force, these local Chinese native banks were incorporated
20
into limited companiesand most of them accepted non - family members
to serve in their boards of directors, becausemany of them had not
enough paid - in capital as requiredby the Ordinancewhich will be
discussed. later in the chapter . As the banking industrymatured, a
few of them withdrew their licences or degeneratedinto finance
companies. Other stronger ones continuedto expand . their business ,
while some weaker ones were merged . or acquiredby other banks .
Because of this merger or acquisition, some are actually not purely
local Chinesebanks , althoughwe still treat them as such .
There were also a great number of banks of MainlandChina
origin . After the Chinese Revolutionin 1911 , banksuereestablished.
in the principalcities in China , with some of them setting up their
branch offices in Hong Kong . After the Civil War in China was
concludedin 1949 , most ofthe China - orginated banks were reorganized
in Hong Kong under the direct control of the Mainland Chinese Government.
These Mainland China banks accumulate foreign exchange through their
exports of raw materialsand consumergoods to Hong Kong , and use
such exchangeto finance the import of capital goods to China . They
also transfer remittancesfrom local and overseas Chinese to their
relatives in China . Their financing of local business is limited to
those firms and . trades with close connectionwith Mainland China . They
also attract deposits in the form of contemporaryChinese currency
in order to gain more exchangeableforeign currenciesfor their
21
international political and economic operations.
There are also several Chinese banks with their headquarters
in South-East Asian countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand,
etc.. The overseas Chinese in these countries play a prominent role
in their national economy. Many of the financial institutions in
such countries are controlled by the Chinese. So, some of the local
Chinese banks are just branches of banks incorporated in Sough-East
Asian countries. Their main task here is to serve the international
trade and remittances among Sough-East Asian countries.
Besides the major groups which are of British and Chinese
interests, there are also some minor but important groups of banks.
These minority groups include banks of American, Japanese, European.
Economic Community (EEC), and Sduth Asian interests. These groups
of banks have their headquarters in their respective countries.
Their main task has been to finance the international trade, although
in recent years they concentrate in local financing and international
financing.
Classification by Status
This method of classification refers to the foreign exchange
status of the licensed banks in Hong Kong. The banks can be divided
into authorized and unauthorized exchange banks. Appendix B gives
a list of the authorized exchange banks in 1971.
The authorized banks are allowed to deal only in the official
22
foreign exchange market and are subject to formal exchange control
especially where dealings in United States dollars are concerned.
The authorized exchange banks may operate their sterling accounts
in London anal elsewhere in the sterling areas freely, whereas the
unauthorized, are subject to a detailed control of their debits, but
not their credits, to such accounts. Only the authorized, banks are
allowed membership of the Exchange Banks Association and so to become
full members of the clearing house. The Association agrees upon.
minimum commission charges for various bank services and also fixes
rates in the official exchange market on the basis of the sterling/HK
dollar rate and the sterling/foreign currency rates in the London
market Members deal at the interbank rate for sterling which is
at least 1/32 better than the merchant rate. Other agreements are
arranged by a committee of eight banks within the Association, only
one of which is a local Chinese bank.l
The unauthorized banks deal in the free dollar market, which
in. many respects was the foundation of the post-1945 rehabilitation
of the Hong Kong economy. The free market arises from the fact that
local exporters are not required to surrender the proceeds of exports
to the dollar area of goods originating in Hong Kong or neighbouring
countries, and these proceeds are usually sold in the un-controlled
local market. In addition, the bulk of the large international
capital inflow into Hong Kong goes through the free market. The chief
difference between. the authorized. and, unauthorized banks is that the
23
former deal mainly in sterling and look to London as their main money
market, whereas the unauthorized banks deal heavily in United States
dollars and dollar securities and are more closely concerned with the
New York money market. These close links-- the effective line of trans-
mission is high mobility of switch or security sterling between various
parts of the sterling area-- with both London and. New York probably
account for the status of Hong Kong as the most important international
money market in the outer sterling area.2
There are extremely close links between the authorized and
unauthorized banks. Some authorized banks have direct representatives
in the lists of unauthorized banks in the form of wholly owned
subsidiaries, while others are represented by affiliates or agents.
Indeed the links are essential, as the authorized foreign exchange
banks are probably in defincit on foreign exchange whereas the free
dollar market yields a surplus which is drawn upon for local
requirements. The authorized banks would also not wish to be barred
from participating in the lucrative business in the free market
available to the unauthorized banks.3
Table 11-2 shows the changes in number of foreign exchange
authorized banks in years 1961-71.
24
Table 11-2: Number of Authorized. banks, 1961-71
Year Total Licensed BanksNumber Percentage











Sources: Hong Kong Annual Reports 1961-71
Classification by Functions
The licensed banks can also be classified by the functions
they perform. A few Hong Kong banks can be distinguished by their
right of note issue indeed, Hong Kong is one of the few places in
the world where the note supply is largely in the hands of private
commercial banks. Three British banks account for over 90 per cent
of the total not issue of Hong Kong (the Government issues the remainder)4
These banks also stand out as a group because of their size relative
25
to the other banks. They have a dominant position in Hong Kong
banking and probably account for not much less than 45 per cent
of the total banking business. The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation is of towering importance, it is by far the most
important single commercial bank, and it has many of the characteristics
and functions of a central bank.5
There are definite functions for groups of licensed banks to
perform, Two licensed banks are in fact hire-purchase finance houses,
while two others are the banking departments of international travel
agencies. Of the twelve Mainland China banks, ten are virtually
inactive and remain open chiefly for reasons of prestige; the two
remaining Mainland China banks, the Bank of China and Bank of
Communications, are among the most active and important banks in the
market. Seven banks deal heavily in overseas Chinese remittances to
the Mainland and some are also closely involved in financing Hong
King Mainland China trade These banks do not deal directly in
United States dollars or for any transaction involving United States
goods, and they do not in practice deal with the American banks.
About a dozen local Chinese banks are mainly money changers and
bullion dealers. Some of them do not accept deposits, while most
do not offer ordinary cheque facilities. A further two dozen local
banks undertake a veriety of functions from banking in conjunction
with department store trading, insurance, suppliers of house loans
or other types of mortgage finance, to dealing heavily in stock
26
exchangesecuritiesand . real estate . These are the native banks
proper , and they tend to be small and undercapitalized, most accept
deposits , usually in the form of fixed deposits subject to six
months withdrawal, but again . few provide normal banking facilities .
The ramain. der - - aboutthree dozen. banksin all - - mightbe regarded. as '
correspondingmost closely to the classical concepts of deposit and .
6
international exchange banking
Summarizingsuch functions , five major categoriescan be
grouped:
A . InternationalBanking and Financing
B . Local Financing;
C . Trade Financing;
D . Money Exchangeand bullion . dealing; and
E . PrestigeBanking.
Table 11 - 3 shows the relationshipof the functionsand the major
interests of bank ownershipgroups .
Table 11 - 3 : Relationshipof Functionsand Ownership
Ownership GroupsFunctions
British and Others GroupsInternational Banking
and Financing
Local Chinese GroupLocal Financing
Overseas- Chinese, andTrade Financing
Mainland China Groups
Local Chinese and OthersMoney Exchange and
Groupsbullion dealing
Mainland China GroupPrestige Banking
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Historical and Future
Trends of the Banking Operations
This part of the chapter gives a brief description of the
banking services in the past and tries to forecast what other services
are likely to be offered in the near future. First, the banking
services offered are closely related to the economic needs of society
This is the first theme to be elaborated. The next- theme is to point
out the effect of the Banking Ordinances on the service trends. Local
competition and foreign intrusion will then be discussed. Technological
innovation in the banking operations will constitute the last part of
this section.
Banking Services and Economic Needs
A look at the major economic indicators of Hong Kong will
disclose the fact that growth in banking assets has been consistent
with the development of the economy in. general and of trade in
particularly. As the domestic exports expanded ten-fold in the past
fifteen years, the bank deposits and loans grew eleven and twelve
times respectively. The growth in bank deposits and loans is in
line with the changing economic conditions In. the early days, the
bank's main task was to fulfill the needs of trade financing. This
was true also of the post-war reconstruction period, when the
redevelopment of the port (withits associated industries of ship
breaking, repairing and building) and of the entreport trade
(especially with south China) where the most important economic
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activities . Then , the banks began . their financingof local industries
which grew rapidly after the United Nations ' embargo on trade with
China in . 1951 , includingtextile , garment, rubber footwear, plastic
moulding , electronics, and construction. AppendixC shows the
analysisof banks loans and advancesfor the period 1965 - 71 .
FiguresII - 1 and 11 - 2 outline the increasein loans and advancesto
several important commercialand industrial undertakings. Figure 11 - 3
showsthe bank - deposits, 1961 - 71
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The original Banking Ordinance of 1948 did not provide any
control over banking activities, resulting in rather wide fluctuations
in liquidity ratios. It was only after a bank crises took place in
1965 that a new Banking Ordinance was put into effect in the same year.
The new Banking Ordinance has the following major provisions:7
a. No bank can operate in Hong Kong without a license.
b. Each bank is required to have a minimum paid-up capital
of five million dollars, or its equivalent in a foreign currency
which its freely convertible into Hong Kong dollars.
c. Banks must build up their reserves to the level of
their paid-up capital by setting aside 25% of their profits until the
required level is reached.
d. Each bank is not to lend to any individual an amount more
than 25% of their capital, to do so would amount to placing too much
risks in one commitment.
e. Most important of all, each bank must maintain a minimum
of liquid assets, equal to 25% of its deposit liabilities. Liquid
assets include bank-notes and coin, gold, demand balances with other
banks, treasury bills of any government, and bills of exchange.
These provisions affect the wholesale operations of many banks,
since the loans and advances to any individual person or firm are limited.
So, the banks began to turn their operations to the retail aspect of
banking, as witnessed in the trends of their services.
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Local Competition and Foreign Invasion
To cope with business expansion, banks have increased both
their branches and service facilities, especially in the last decade.
The number of banking offices increased from 101 in 1961 to 318 in 1966
and up to 431 in 1971. This increase in banking offices stimulates local
competition, as the number of people per bank office is lowered.
Table 11-4 shows the number of banks and the population per banking
office in the census years of 1961,1966 (by-cnesus) and 1971.
Table 11-4: Number of Banks and Population/office from 1961/71
Total Banking PopulationTotal Licensed Pop. per
Year












Sources: Hong Kong Annual Reports, 1961-71.
Hong Kong Statistics, 1947-67.
Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics, Jan,1972.
Commissioner of Banking of Hong Kong.
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During the past decade , the banks first competedfor customers
deposit dollars , and they later competedin the loans market because
of the easy money situation . Loans and advancesto most businesses
have not changed dramatically, except to transport and transport
equipmentbusiness and to stockbrokers. The former has increased by
five - fold while the latter over six - fold in three years .
Moreover, since the revision of the Banking Ordinancein 1964 ,
no new banking licence has been . granted . Foreign banks intendingto
expand their business into Hong Kong can only set up representative
offices or acquire major interests in some of the local licensed banks
In 1971 , 31 foreign banks have establishedrepresentativeoffices in
Hong Kong , bringingthe total numberto 40 . 8
An article from the Far Eastern Economic Review 1972 Yearbook
may serve to the purpose of summarizingsuch foreign ' invasion ' which
has made the competitionkeener than ever :
Several banks began . operationsin Hong Kong in 1971 .
In January, Schrod. ers and Chartereds t up as the colony' s
first merchant bank , a few merchant banks were represented
at that time but the new arrival was the first formal merchant
banking institutionto open its portals as a Hong Kong concern .
Companies seeking specialized merchant bank services previously
relied on commercialb nks . This had not been a problemas
the banks were very liquid . But the arrival of Schroderswas
regarded as a welcome development.
In . April two more overseasbanks announcedthey would
open . offices in Hong Kong , Fiji Bank of Japan and the Israeli
Ramat Bank . This brought the number of representativeoffices
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in the colony to 34. In June the Bank of China opened its
second branch in Hong Kong, more than 20 years after the first.
In October one of America's 10 biggest banks made an agreed
bid for the Bank of Canton. After the merger, Security Pacific
National Bank of Los Angeles, which had resources of US$8,500
million, held a controlling interest. The Bank of Canton
maintained four branches in Hong Kong and one each in Bangkok,
Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. Security Pacific meanwhile
maintained 431 branches worldwide."9
The foreign bank groups by bringing their management practices
and skills from their domestic countries, have been very aggressive
and active in expanding their business. This has scarced some of the
large local banks and so they are forced to modify their traditional
and conventional marketing goals in such dynamic environment.
Technological Innovation
Over the past decade, computers and electronic data processing
equipment have become part of everyday business life. The banks are
among the first group of organizations to use the computers to facilitate
their operations. This enables them to improve customer services and
to offer more new services to customers, which will increase their
stakes in local competition. Banks either use on-premise computers
or belong to a joint venture with other banks having their own computers.
Table II-5 shows the types of computer arrangement by size of bank
according to the number of employees in the organization.
During the interviews with local bankers, the writer was told
that several of their banks have decided to computerize their banking
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operations in the next ten years. This technological innovation.
will have a deep impact on both the banking services and their
management skills of which marketing is one.
Table 11-5: Types of computer arrangement by bank size
in 1971







Source: Hong Kong Bankers Club
The Organizational Aspects
of the Banking Industry
Size, location, and. the special nature of a banks business
may affect the future development of a bank, but it is the organization
of a bank is the unique management arrangements which have been devised
and put into practice by an individual bank. In this organization,
each of the three elements-- directors, officers and shareholders--
has a vital role to play.
Board of Directors
Direction, ideally should come from the Board of Directors
of a bank. The most important responsibility of the directorate is
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to define the businessof the bank and to determinewhat is
objectivesare in terms of the stockholder, the depositor, and the
community serves . Herein lies the importanceof a clear under -
standingof the bankingfunctions. If the directorsare aware , in .
general terms , that the essentialbusinessof a bank is to supply the
banking services that the communityneeds , it is a natural second .
step to determinewhat kind of servicesto be offered , and in what
form . Objectivescan and should be set with respect to public
relations , sales training , business development, and marketing
research . The decisionsof the directors will shape the policies and
strategiesof the bank . If most directorsin the board is service -
orientedrather than . marketing- or iented , they will affect much in the
bank ' s commitmentin the use of marketingtechniques. 10
As it is difficult to generalizeabout the bank directorate,
we can in no way find out whetherthe boards are service - or marketing-
oriented . However, certain . phenomenacan be easily observed. Most
directors serving the board of local Chinese incorporatedbanks are
members of the same family , and they apparentlyadopt traditional
managementpolicy which affect their attitudes toward the modern
marketing methods . The foreign incorporatedbanks have their board
of directors located in their parent countries, so the policies and
strategiesare not in the hands of local bank management. This surely
affects their marketing policies in their Hong Kong operations.
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Officers
The role of the directors is seldom performed without the
active leadership and participation of the senior executive officers,
who are often board of directors of the bank. As officer-directors,
they have to provide leadership and direction to the board. If the
board of directors is not informed and does not take interest in the
marketing aspects of banking operations, the fault generally lies
with senior management.
In Hong Kong, based on the author's interviewing experience,
bank executives are usually too much occupied with daily routine
operations to have time to think about advertising, marketing research,
marketing planning, and marketing management.
Stockholders
The ownership distribution of a bank will certainly have a
great impact on its organizational characteristics. In Hong Kong,
only three banksll have their shares widely distributed, they
are more community-minded. Bank directors who represent numerous
small shareholders are more likely to put the bank's interest and
that of the community before their own.
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UTILIZATION OF BANK MARKETING TECHNIQUES
The Elements of a
Bank Marketing Programe
Marketing and Banking Services
The concept of marketing would have seemed very strange to
the traditional banker, who regarded himself primarily as a buyer and
seller of money. He was well acquainted with the customers and he
knew the needs of them. As most of the local Chinese banks evolved
from their precedents of the native banks, their business practices
were very personal, and they usually served a definite group of
customers. They had no intention to solicit much more customers as
they could. All new customers were introduced by their existing
customers and they did not need to get them by any aggresive
approaches. Nor did they care to keep them once they could build up
a good image of security and dependability.
But banking is now a large and complex service industry
whose business is not only local, but also international in scope.
The bankers do not know the customers becuase they are just numbers
in their books. The customers, also, do not care much about the
personality of their bankers once they can be satisfied by the services
they render. The impersonality and the alientation of the banker-
customer relationship creates the demand for such activities that
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direct the flow of services frof,the banker to his customer.
There appears to be a growing tendency to utilize marketing
techniques by the local banking industry. But, most banks still are
not taking the same systematic approach to marketing that they take
to operations, lending, trusts, etc. Many banks feel that they can
buy marketing by the yard and, once they have decided to be marketing-
oriented, that it will occur overnight.
For some reasons, bank marketing is a deceptively complex
field, which makes the bankers do not understand and do not know
where to start. In order to establish the marketing effort throughout
the entire bank and set a marketing direction that will contribute
toward maximum profits and orderly growth over the coming years, a
bank needs profesional guidance. Unfortunately, marketing is rather
new to the banking industry so that no adequate professional marketing
management has yet been developed to meet the demand.
The bankers are skeptical of the professional guidance from
nonbankers. A nonbanker if employed by a bank may require more
training in the field of banking than could be practically provided,
and his marketing methods may be too aggressive for banking traditions.
During the authors interview with one of the local bankers, he
complained that most of the time the marketing research agency did
not provide relevant information which he needed. This may give
another reason why the bankers are reluctant to adopt the marketing
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approach to their business.
One other important consideration is that there is a strong
relationship between the size of the bank and its marketing program.
From the authors interviewing experience, the small-size banks did
not understand what marketing meant to a bank. Since their banks are
making nice and satisfactory profits comparable to banks of similar
size, they had every strong reason to neglect it. The large banks
seemed to comprehend more clearly the focus of the marketing concept,
but their marketing group consists of only four or six men due to lack
of support from the senior man.agement. During an interview, a
marketing officer of a large bank said to the author that he met
strong opposition when he introduced the commercialization of the
current accounts, for they would lower the image of the bank's being
large and noble, and would possibly incur a large number of bad
accounts.
Marketing Goals and Specific Marketing Objectives
Marketing, like any other management activity, is goal
directed. The marketing programs of a bank are planned, organized,
directed, and controlled with an eye to the goals those programs are
trying to achieve. If the bank is to be effective in its marketing
activities, these goals must be clearly defined by the bank's
management. Moreover, they must be defined for every kind of
service the bank markets.
There are numerous goals simultaneously at work in any task.
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The goals may be inclusive or exclusive. In the case of inclusive
goals, there are primary goals and secondary goals, each may depend
upon the other, However, in case of exclusive goals, management must
compromise among blessings and evils of the various goals. Marketing
is no exception to such rules. The marketing goals may be inclusive,
for instance, a larger market share in. the savings deposits business
is associated with attraction of a large number of individual business.
These goals may also be exclusive, for instance, a large market share
in the current accounts may raise the operating expenses which in
turn may affect the profitability of the banks. From the personal
interview conducted by the author, the primary and secondary
objectives given by the bankers under study can be summarized into
several categories in Table III-l.
Table III-l: Marketing Objectives of Banks under Study
% Regarded asRegarded as ofofMarketing objective 20SecondaryPrimary 20
Create a good corporate image
1027515so as to sustain long term
growth
Attract profitable customers 1537014
and prospects
Obtain a larger market share 1027014
in local banking business
Counterattack the competition
1027014among local banks and other
financial institutions
Render a good service especi-
1535511ally to the Chinese
Community




To create a good corporate image and to render a good service may be
considered as primary long term objectives for the marketing campaign..
To attract profitable customers and prospects, and to obtain a larger
market share in local banking business are to be considered as short
run objectives or secondary objectives.
Marketing Strategies
A marketing strategy consists of a very clear definition of
the prospective customers and the creation of a marketing mix to
satisfy them. Careful identification of target customers helps to
sharpen all elements of the marketing program. The bank must
identify the greatest prosperity and growth, actual and potential,
amongst:
Geographical and sociological regions1.
2. Industries; and
Companies and groups within industries; and3.
4. Individual customers.
The philosophy is that a bank's long-term growth depends on its
success in getting the most prosperous customers.
In planning for marketing strategy, the bank needs to
recognize the interaction of the marketing decisions within a single
marketing mix. Product decisions affect promotion decisions, location
decisions may open up new promotion areas; price decisions affect
product choices, change in the target customers affect them all. In
banking term, the interactions are diagrammatically shown in Fig.III-l.
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Since most banks in Hong Kong are full service banks
marketinga wide range of product , it follows that the total
marketing program of the bank is really a collection of marketing
strategies . By aiming at more than one group of target customers,
the bank must develop and manage more than one marketing mix .




Marketing organizations and Functions
In the personal interviews conducted by the author, the
twenty banks were asked whether there existed marketing departments
An their organizations. But, most of them gave the negative
answer. Reasons for the absence of a marketing department were
summarized in Table 111-2 below.
Table 111-2: Reasons for Absence of Marketing Department
in Banks under Study
Percent
NumberReasons of 20
5010Marketing functions performed by
other department
459Lack of experience in the field
357Lack of top management understanding
and support
204Not justified because of bank size
102In the process of development
Each bank gave several reasons for the absence of such a department
in. their organization. Most of them claimed that the marketing
functions were performed by other departments. Two banks announced
that their marketing departments were in the process of development
and would be organized later the year. There were also some other
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reasons, such as that they were not in a position to make autonomous
decisions in marketing, which were left to their headquarters in
foreign lands.
However, the absence of a marketing department in the banks
under study did not mean the absence of marketing functions. Such
functions were assigned to some individuals in other functional
departments, or were performed by the manager and his assistants.
Table III-3 summarizes such practices in the banks under study.
Table III-3: Organization practices of the marketing
function in Banks under study
%
NumberDepartments/officersPractices of 20
408Concentrate in Manager, sub-manager and




















The goals of marketing activities in the banks under study
are shown in. Table 111-4 below.
Table 111-4: Goals of Marketing activities of Banks
under study
Number of Percent of
Marketing Goals 20 banksBanks
8517Research into new services
6513Research into new branch locations
Coordinating advertising and Public 357
Relations efforts
Coordinating advertising and Business
7 35
development efforts
357Establishing a marketing concept
306Thorough evaluation of customers
204Re-evaluation of branch locations
102Creating a true marketing department
There were certain definite marketing functions for banks to
perform in order to accomplish such goals. They included advertising/
promotion, public relations, business development, sales training,
marketing planning, marketing research and branch location studies.
The number of banks which had full-time or part-time personnel assigned
to these marketing functions might indicate the extent of their
performance.
Table III-5 gives the percentage of the 20 banks under study
which had full-time or part-time staffs to perform these functions.
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Table 111-5: Number of Banks under study with part-time
or full-time personnel assigned to
marketing functions
%Full- Part
% % TotalMarketing Functions of 20time time
80163 156513Business Development
6515 1310 50 3Planning
25 14 709 45 5Public Relations
75157 35408Advertising
6012204408Sales training
70149 45255Branch location Studies
5511408153Marketing Research
The relative distribution of banks under study among each of the
marketing functions seemed to be in line with the goals of marketing
organization. From the table, it is seen that a vast majority of
banks concentrated their marketing efforts in business development.
The other significant marketing functions of the banks were
advertising, public relations and branch location studies.
Organizational Structures
There were certain basic organizational structures for
Hong Kong banks under study to distribute their marketing functions,
because marketing operation in a modern bank depends upon the
efforts of virtually every employee in the bank, the pure line
organization approach is rarely found. Among the 20 banks under
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Study , l 8 banks adopted basically the product - line organization,
while the other two banks had customer - oriented units in their
organization . These two types of organizationalstructure are
shown in Figure 111 - 2 and Figure 111 - 3 respectively.
Figure 111 - 2 : Product - line organizationof Hong


















Available Approaches to Bank Marketing
Product Management
Product management for banks is the marshaling of an
assortment of customer satisfactions which the bank plans to offer.
The full service bank exists to offer a more convenient one-stop
financial shopping assortment to customers. A bifocal view must be
taken-for the bank product management. The first focus aims at
decisions which relate to an individual product. The other focus aims
at decision.s which the bank must make about the whole line of products
it plans to sell. Thus, each individual service demands attention.,
and so does the whole array of services that comprises a bank's
offerings to the public. Before a product strategy can. be formulated.,
the type an.d nature of service is to be classified into several
categories according to the criteria used
Classification of Bank Services
one useful approach to understanding product management is
to classify the products or services into groups with similar marketing
problems or approaches. By doing this we can consider groups of
services, which is more efficient than attempting to discuss every
single possibility. A common classification is used here to divide such
services according to customers. In this way, the banking business in
Hong Kong can be divided into two broad categories: retail and wholesale.
Table 111-6 shows the classification of bank services according to this
criterion.
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Table III-6: Classification by Customer of Services





Stocks and SecuritiesTravelling Checks




Insurance ServicesHouse Instalment Loans
Corporate Trust ServicesHire-Purchase Loans
Credit Information ServicesAccident and Life Insurances
Real Estate LoansSafe Custodian Services
Personal Trust Services
In the basic assumptions, it is stated that the main interest
of the study is not the wholesale aspects of bank marketing. Therefore,
the author will not attempt to go further into this aspect unless it
is relevant to the retail part.
The retail banking services can be further classified into
three broad categories according to their shopping pattern:
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(1) convenience goods, (2) shopping goods and (3) specialty goods.
By using this concept, the retail banking services offered by banks
in Hong Kong can be classified. into the categories as shown in
Table 111-7 below.
Table 111-7: Classification by Shopping Pattern of Retail
Services offered by Hong Kong banks











After classifying the services offered by banks in Hong Kong, the
product strategy used by these banks under study will be explored.
Market Segmentation
The strategy of market segmentation calls for a careful
study of target markets and the creation of new products specially
designed to fill the needs that are not being met. What the bank
does in this regard is to offer a new means of satisfying customers
that no other bank offers, or a means better tailored to customer
needs than that used by existing competitors. The emphasis, however,
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is on real , solid , tangible differencesin the productsoffered .
Among the conveniencegoods , the banks under study usually
applied the strategy of market segmentationt three products :
the savings account , the deposits account and the current account ,
all of them were very competitivemarket segments. Table 111 - 8 shows
the product segmentationof these services by banks under study .
Table 111 - 8 : ProductSegmentationof the SavingsAccount,
the deposits account and the current
accountby banks in Hong Kong
No . of BanksMarket SegmentationBank Services
3US Notes SavingsSavings Account





3US Notes DepositsDeposits Account
20Fixed Deposits
20Deposits- at - call
4Optional Deposits
2Installment Deposits
Each of these market segmentsfor each type of accountsappeals to
different segments of target customers. For the savings account ,
the US notes savings aim at customerswho had . relativesin the
United States , and the no - pass book savingsaim at the white - collar
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workers and elder people who could not come to the bank in person.
but who still want to maintain privacy in their accounts. The night
depository service for both savings and current accounts aims at
customers who felt unsafe to leave their money in the office or at
home in the night time. The night cash dispenser provides service to
those customers who would need urgent expenditures after the bank's
office hours. The commercialization of current accounts means
provision of current account service to the customers without requiring
the traditional guarantee and large amount of opening deposit The
various deposits accounts also appeal to different segments of
customers.
The same market segmentation strategy was also applied by some
banks under study to their shopping goods. Table 111-9 lists the product
segmentation of these shopping goods.
The product segments of personal loans, hire-purchase loans,
and personal insurance services are aimed at target customers whose
use of the service is self-exploratory. The personal trust services
appeal to clients who may not be familiar with the steps of such
operations, or whose occupation has prevented him from attending to
such operations, or who are residing abroad
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Table 111-9: Product Segmentation of Shopping Goods
of Banks in Hong Kong
No. of BanksMarket SegmentationBank Service





















The strategy of product differentiation is to make a product
or service that is essentially standardised appealing to different segments
of-the market. Another approach to product differentiation is to attempt
to create a competitive image or psychological difference for the bank's
service.
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Despite opportunities for market segmentation, the main thrust of
bank marketing will probably continue to lie in the strategy of
product differentiation. Since new services can be copied quickly,
the originator has to differentiate somewhat his products in the eyes
of target customers.
However, product differentiation strategy was applied only
to limited number of services offered. by the banks under study. This
is shown in Table III-10 below.
Table III-10: Product Differentiation of Services of
Hong Kong banks under study





Special designed checkingCurrent Accounts 4
accounts
Product Identification A variety of identification devices
exists in today's marketing environment, including the brand nae,
trademark, trade character, and others. It has been an usual
practice that the names and symbols used in the identification of the
bank are also used in the individual services so as to promote the
association of service and source. The identifying trademark of a
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bank is a most common tie-in to all other services. It may be used
on signs, buildings, stationaries, checks, ads, and other promotional
communications of a bank. Moreover, the trademark may allow
contraction of the longer, more formal bank name into a catchy, easy-
to-say name. A well-chosen slogan is also a device for product
identification. Another useful device is the trade character which
holds promise as a menas of providing an attractive, appealing
spokesman for the bank.
Table III-11 shows the identification devices used by banks
under study. It shows that brand name is the most commonly used
device, while slogan is the least used device.
Table III-11: Product Identification services used by
Hong Kong banks under study
Bank Size Total





There are basically two types of location decisions for
bank marketing. The first type is the location management within a
bank. The second type is the location management in a multibranch
situation.
Within a Bank Location management within a bank is
usually arranged according to the nature and volume of the banking
%
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services . The author , in visiting the bankers for personal interviews,
had the opportunity of actually observing the location management
within the main officers of the banks under study . Based on the
author ' s experience, high volume transactionssuch as checking, savings ,
money exchange , gift cheques , remittancesand travellers ' cheques were
carried out on the main - floor , which was usually the first or ground
floor , for maximumconvenience. The safe deposit boxes usually were
resided on the undergroundfloors . Service counters for loans , insurance
and personal trusts which required lengthly consultation were usually
located on the upper floors which had quiet and dignified atmosphere.
In a MultibranchSituation On the other hand , location
managementin a multibranch situation requires special attention and
comprisesa major part in the banks marketingprogramsunder study .
As most members of the Hong Kong communitydemand the retail banking
services , the banks must provide widespreaddistributionto offer easy
accessibilityto them . Table 111 - 12 shows the number of branch
offices of the banks under study accordingto their size . Although
only twenty banks were selected from the 70 licensed incorporated
banks in Hong Kong , their branch offices comprisedabout fifty percent
of total in 1971 . This indicatesthat the banks under study had
maintained wide networks of distributionfor their retail services .
Due to the geographicalenvironment, Hong Kong with its twin
cities , Victoria and . Kowloon, was densely populatedwith a complex
mix of commercial, industrial and residentialareas . During the
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Table 111-12: Number of Branch Offices of the Banks
under study by size in 1971
Total Licensed Total brand
Size of Banks IncorporatedOffices
Banks
431
100.00 70 100.00Total Bank Offices
Total Bank Offices
211 2048.95 28.57in Sample




Small Size (5)(25) (1.55)
past decade, the urban region had spread from these twin cities into
New Kowloon and such satellite towns as Kwun Tong and Tsuen Wan.
These new towns were well planned with a large number of residential
estates and shopping areas, and so provided good and ideal locations
for banks to operate branch officers. This is reflected in their
criteria and, strategies for location management in a multibranch
system.
1.Main Branch: Most of the large banks under study extended their
operations in Kowloon New Kowloon-and the satellite towns, and they
set up their main branches with full range of banking facilities and
administrative control over other branches within the same area These
main branches were usually situated at the commercial centres such as




2. Regional Branch: Most banks under study had also their regional
branch offices in most or several of the districts on the Hong Kong
Island, Kowloon, New Kowloon and the New Territories. This type of
branches usually provided only limited customer services, such as deposits,
money exchange, remittances an. small loans. They might or might not
responsible for their profit and loss, depending on the policy of the
banks concerned.
3. Target Branch: Target branches were branches aiming at a certain
group of customers. Banks might operate branch offices near the wharves,
ocean terminals and the like, or they might have branch offices near the
godowns of those importers and exporters doing business with Southeastern
Asian countries.
4. Satellite Branch: This type of branch offices was located between
two important branches of the same bank with a view to fill the gap
between the vacant area and to counteract other banks' competition.
These satellite branch offices provided limited service facilities, but
their presence had important effect on the corporate image of the bank.
5. Supplementry Branch: This type of branches supplemented other
important branches within the same area. It is interesting to note that
the same bank might operate two branch officers on the opposite sides of
a main road, or one on the main road and the other in nearby back street.
The purpose was adapt to the customers' walking habit and to the
surrounding traffic pattern. This type of branch officers also provided
only limited banking facilities.
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6. Prestige Branch: This type of branch offices was operated. purely for
the prestige of the banks. They were located in new estates where
profitability was questionable. But its presence signified the bank's
aggressiveness in providing services, though limited., to customers in an
unbanked area.
Since the retail banking business requires intensive distribution,
the decisions to operate branch offices has become the most d.ecisive factor
in. the seccessful performance of a bank. Among the twenty banks under
study, eleven of them gave some definite criteria for the choice of a
branch location which was summarized in. Table 111-13. As may be seen from
the table, these criteria cover three broad areas: (a) Population.Trend.s
(b) Estimated. Profitability and (c) Competition in the Area.
Table 111-13: Criteria for Choice of Location by Banks
under study in Hong Kong
No. of Percentage ofCriteria
11 Reporting banksBanks
54.546Availability to potential customers
36.364High Population. Density
36.364Industrial and Commercial Centres
18.182Availability to existing customers
9.091Outstanding Visualibility
9.091Convenient traffic pattern
9.091Maximum use and minimum overhead
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Rates , Commissionsa d Charges
Under the Interest Rate Agreement, banks were divided into
five categories according to their bankgroundand sizes of their
deposits . Category1 banks are the largest banks who pay the lowest
rates of interest known as the basic rates . The rate differential
betweeneach categoryis 0 . 25 % . Category5 banks pay interestat rates
higher than those of Category4 banks by 0 . 25 % and Category4 banks pay
0 . 25 % higherthan those of Category3 , and so on . In other words , interest
paid . by Category5 banks are 1 % higher than those paid by Category1 banks .
With this kind of agreement, competitionfor deposits between banks was
not high in so far as the interestrate paid by the banks is concerned.
Table 111 - 14 showsthe numberof banks in . Hong Kong in . each categoryin
1971.
Table 111 - 14 : Numberof Banks by InterestRate Category, 1971
Number of Banks Percentageof TotalCategory
28 38 . 351




Source: Hong Kong Bankers' Club , 1972 .
However, this is not true with loans where the competitionwas
high , and negotiationwas a common practice , dependingupon the situation
of the lender and the borrower, and most importantof all , on supply and
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demand forces in the money market. Commissions charged by the banks
on trustee services were also of this nature. Charges on remittances,
money exchange and safe deposits boxes were similar for all banks.
Promotion. Management
The management of promotion is to blend a number of promotional
forces into a workable, coordinated campaign of communication with
prospects and. customers. There are four major promotional forces:
(1) Personal selling, (2) Advertising, (3) Sales promotion, and
(4) Public relations. These four constituted the most important part
on the marketing programs of banks under study.
Personal Selling
In order to solicit new accounts and encourage more business
from present customers, the banks under study usually had personal
contacts with the customers, which involved face-to-face presentation
of a bank's sales message to prospective users in the retail part.
Personal selling is flexible in that the message can be tailored to
the particular customer or prospect it is comprehensive in that
complex sales messages can be communicated anad explained, but it is
costly because a great deal of manpower must be used.
Although most of the banks under study were not marketing-
oriented., they used personal selling rather extensively in their
retail business. The personal selling staff was trained formally or
informally to acquaint with the banks' existing and. new services so
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that the customers would be presented. the information, procedure and
advantages of certain. types of bank services which might be stimulated.
by advertising. However, regular sales-call program was not common
in banks under study simply because they thought that the customers
d.id. not welcome such practice. Table 111-15 shows the types of
personal selling frequently used by banks under study in their retail
business. Among the 20 banks interviewed, only 14 of them had. regular
personnel for personal selling.
Table 111-15: Types of Personal Selling in Hong Kong Banks
under study
Number of % of the 14
Type
Banks Reporting Banks





5 35.71New Accounts Staffs
3 21.42Customer Services Guides
7_ In1Trade Promotion Officer
Sales/business representative and canvassors were out-door salesmen
of the bank, whose duty is to make face-to-face presentation of the
banks' existing or new services to outside prospect customers in the
business firms, factories and residential units. Most of these
salesmen. paid visits to the business firms and. factories. Only one
bank had a regular program of home visits. Receptionists, new
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accounts staffs and. customer services guides were in-door salesmen
of the bank, who were specialized. in direct selling. Trade promotion.
officers and managers usually concentrated their efforts in the small
loans field.
Advertising
Among all types of promotional techniques, advertising was
the most reliable one and. was most welcomed by the banks interviewed.
The following discusses the four major aspects of the advertising
program of banks under study.
1. Advertising Objectives
The complete bank advertising program is actually a
collection of campaign, each designed to accomplish a specific
objective in a given period of time. The most important jobs that
advertising should. do for banks under study in 1972 are grouped in.
Table 111-16 below.
Table 111-16: Advertising Objectives of Banks in Hong Kong





Increase savings deposits 45
40Promote services (general)
Promote full service banking 40
Create a good image 35
Promote convenience 25
20Increase loans (general)
15Promote other specific services
15Get name before public, institutional advertising
5Get people into bank, create traffic
5Promote safety of commercial banks
5Increase specific types of loan
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Since increase in.deposits, particularly in. savings deposits, ranked.
as the most important objective that advertising must aim at, the
media to be chosen. and. the themes to be presented. will have great
influence and will determine whether such objectives could be met.
2. Advertising Media
An advertising medium sells a chance to communicate with
the people who buy or see the medium. The major advertising media
used by banks under study were listed according to their sizes in
Table 111-17.
Table 111-17: Advertising Media used. by Banks in




of 8 of 5of 7 of 2
704 80.00 145 62.505 71.42Newspaper
706 85.71 5 62.50 3 60.00 14Magazines
9 453 36.50 1 20.005 71.42Radio
91 20.00 453 36.505 71.42Outdoor Signs
9 454 57.14 4 50.00 1 20.00Direct Mail
75 71.42 1 12.50 1 20.00 35Television
3 42.85 3 36.50 0 00.00 6 30Cinema Screen
2 25.00 6 301 20.003 42.85Exhibits
21 20.00 101 14.28 0 00.00Public Vehicles
The most commonly used. media were newspapers and magazines.
Newspapers offered intensive coverage of a local market, flexibility
in. scheduling and running messages, timeliness, and some selectivity
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of audience. Most bank advertisements appeared in the largest local
Chinese and. English newspapers and were aimed at the general public.
The general consumer magazines were rarely used. by banks, but
business magazines and. trade papers were frequently used., as they
offered. the advertiser better quality of print reproduction, greater
selectivity of audience, and longer message life. Direct mail to
customers usually went together with monthly balance statements to
existing customers of current accounts. Radio and. television were
increasingly used as advertising media, though they were more
expensive. The banks usually chose 10-second to 1-minute messages
and inserted. them between programs or segments of programs. Only one
of the banks under study ever sponsored. a television program with
several messages during the course of the time segment. Most banks
chose the evening hours for their radio and television programs.
3. Advertising Themes
Banks usually focus advertising on some services in accordance
with their advertising objectives for the year. Table 111-18 shows
the services which the banks of different sizes give great emphasis in
1972. It can be seen from the table that full service banking is the
main theme for their advertisement in accordance with the objective of
promoting full service banking. The next important theme is the savings
deposits which is in line with their objective of increasing general
deposits, especially the savings portion. Of least importance are the
themes of night depository and. cash dispenser.
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Table 111 - 18 : Themesfor Banks ' Advertisementin 1972
SmallLarge Medium Total
Theme
No No No No,
Full service
6 85 . 71 5 62 . 50 3 60 . 00 7014
banking
Savings
6 85 . 71 5 62 . 50 1 20 . 00 6012
deposits
Safe Custodian
3 42 . 85 4 50 . 00 1 20 . 00 8 40
Boxes
House Install -
4 57 . 14 4 50 . 00 0 00 . 00 8 40
ment Loans
Checking
2 28 . 57 3 37 . 50 1 20 . 00 6 30
Accounts
0 00 . 00 3 15Trust services 2 28 . 57 1 . 12. 50
Small business
2552 28 . 57 3 37 . 50 0 00 . 00
Loans
21 20 . 00 100 00 . 0011 14 . 28Personal Loans
Night Deposi -
1 14 . 28 0 00 . 000 00 . 00 1 5
tory
1 14 . 28 0 00 . 000 00 . 00 1Cash Dispenser 5
4 . AdvertisingManagement
Usually , the banks gave the themes for advertisingto adver -
tising agencies and media undertakings, the latter then did the
technical jobs of copy writing , illustration, and productionof
advertising messages . The advertising suggestions were usually
prepared in several specimenand the bank was to choose the right











Sales promotion consits of those marketing activities (other
than personal selling, advertising, and public relations) that stimulate
consumer purchasing and dealer effectiveness, such as display, shows and
exhibitions, demonstrations, and various non-recurrent selling efforts.
Various types of sales promotion efforts put up by banks under study in
marketing their services are shown in Table 111-19.
Table 111-19: Types of Promotion Efforts by Banks--under study
according to Bank Size
Sales Promotion Large Medium Small Total
0/ C/Effort %ONo
No of 8 No, of 5 No of 20of 7
Office display
71.425 7 87.50 2 40.00 14 70
and signs
Advertising
5 71.42 4 50.00 2 40.00 11 55
specialty
Brochures and
4 57.14 4 50.00 2 40.00 10 50Booklets
Exhibitions
3 42.85 0 00.00 01 00.00 3 15
and. Fairs
Employee
0 00.00 2 25.00 20.00 3 15Contests
The office display and signs employed by the banks under study included
promotional literature, signs, buttons worn by staffs, or displays in
the lobby. The banks also distributed. advertising specialities such
as calendar cards, note pads, and. red. packets for the Chinese New Year
or for special occasions, such as the anniversary of the bank or the
opening of a new branch. Brochures and. booklets were placed in. the
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racks in the bank lobby for customers to take home. Most of these
brochures and booklets described a number of loan or savings programs,
some provided information about the personal trust service and safe
custodian boxes. Several banks also participated in the annual
industrial products exhibitions or other fairs. Employee's contest
though uncommon in Hong Kong was conducted by some banks to award
those employees with the best number of new accounts or the largest
amount of loans.
Public Relations
The final promotional force employed by banks was in. the area
of public relations. Of the twenty banks interviewed, 9 had full-time
personnel engaging in public relations. Major functions reported were:
a. Promotion of goodwill
b. Publicity
c. Internal liasion
d. Development of customer relationship
e. Relationship with correspondent banks and
f. Staff training and. trade promotion.
Among these 9 banks, 4 had formal public relations department, the others
had only public relations officer, or coordinator, or the like. Of the
remaining 11 banks which had no full-time public relations personnel,
some employed public relations agents or assigned the function to business
development officers or other managers.
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Marketing Information and Research
Marketing information and research are essential to the
success of a marketingprogram , and yet marketinginformationis
hard to obtain and research into potential market and new services
is extremelyexpensive. In Hong Kong , most of the local banks
depended upon their experience and intuition in marketing their
services. Marketingresearchas such is not common. in Hong Kong 9 s
bankingcommunity. However, the banks under study had . their way of
obtaining primary and secondary informationfrom several sources , as
shownin Table III - 20
Table 111 - 20 : Sourcesof MarketingInformationf r the
20 banks under study
Sources No . of banks 7 of 20 banks
Primary
5 25Mail Questionnaire
Telephone Interview 2 10
Informal social contact 5 25
Secondary
16Customers ' accounts analysis 80
14 70Government publications
Trade associations 12 60
Newspaper and magazines 12 60
The low percentage of banks which obtained their marketing information
from primary sources indicates that the banks have not yet accepted .
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marketing research, which means that the banks in Hong Kong are
still production and sales oriented rather than marketing oriented.
Among the 5 banks which sent mail questionnaires to their
customers, one contracted outside people to perform the whole
program, the other four conducted it by their own. personnel. Tele-
phone interviews were not common though this method provided flexibility
in securing information. Informal face-to-face contact by managers and
representatives with customers during daily operations or social
gatherings offered good. opportunities for securing information, but




ADMINISTRATION OF MARKETING PROGRAMS
The Management Process
A complete marketing program specifies more than how the
various marketing techniques will be used and combined. It also
states which of the various institutions in the marketing system--
the manufacturer, the trade association, wholesalers, manufacturers'
representatives, and retailers of all sizes and categories--will
satisfy particular consumer needs. Thus, the marketing executive
in. a manufacturing company must decide what activities his own firm
will perform and. what activities he will delegate to wholesalers and
retailers. A bank's marketing system is not very different. The
bank has to be the manufacturer of services, it has to wholesell its
services to the corporate customers and to retail them to the mass
public.
As the organization and management practice vary from banks
to banks, it is not necessary, even. if possible, to generalize how
the bankers manage their marketing programs. However, certain guide-
lines can be ascertained. In product management and location management,
and in deciding the rate, charge and commissions for various type of
services, top or senior management usually exercise direct control. This
is true regardless of the size of the bank. However, in promotion
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management, part of the decisions and control may be left to the
middle-level management. This is particularly true in large banks.
Table IV-1 provides a typical comparison of banks of various sizes
in their management of a marketing campaign
Table IV-l: Comparison of Management of new services and.
new locations between banks of different
size group
Management
Process Large Medium Small
Planning Executive Committee Managers/ Chief
Business Development Committee Manager
Organizing Personal Department Personal Manager
Department
Directing Managers/officers Managers Manager
Coordinating Marketing officer Managers/ Manager
Bus. Develop. Dept. Committee
Con-trolling Managers General Chief
Manager Manager
For the large banks, planning is the responsibility of the executive
committee with the help of business development personnel. The
executive committee usually consists of all executive officers of
various department in the bank and. decides on the overall plan as
proposed by the planning and development personnel. The personnel
manager is responsible for choosing the right persons for the new
services or the new branches. The coordinators, public relations
officers and the marketing officers are responsible for coordinatin.g
and controlling the various marketing functions. In the medium-size
banks, all the marketing decisions are made by the chief manager
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with the help of several subordinates. While in the medium - size
banks , the managementis similar to that of the large - size except
that the coordinationand control has to be referred to the senior
management, such as the managingdirector or the general manager .
In the promotionmanagement, most large and medium - size
banks assign full - time personnelto perform this function , especially
in the advertising management. The advertising personnel directly
report to the chief executiveofficer . They are responsiblefor the
media selection and the determinationof advertisingthemes and copy .
The advertisingbudget has to be approved by the chief executive
officer . In the small - size banks , the chief executiveofficer decides
the themes and copy of the advertisementas well as the media to be
used . Table IV - 2 shows the advertisingmanagementin banks of different
size group.
Table IV - 2 : AdvertisingManagementin Banks of different
Size Group
Large Medium Small
Advertising Budgeting Management General Board of
Committee Manager Directors
Medium Selection Officer- in - Managers Chief
Charge Manager
Theme and copy decisionOffice - in - Managers hief Manager/
Charge Manager
The Planning of the MarketingMix
The overall objective of program planning for banks is to
achieve the right proportionof personal selling , advertising, sales
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promotion, service and other marketing activities so as to sell the
desired volume of bank services at minimum cost, not just immediately,
but over the years. In order to achieve low per unit marketing cost,
the bank's marketing executive must choose wisely among a heterogeneous
group of means available for use. It is his task to determine the
right proportions of personal selling,-advertising of various types,
other sales promotion, etc. This task is a most difficult one, and
one for which there is no ready-made solution. In. making plans, those
who are responsible must have something to go by. Thus, there were
some guidances that the banks under study used in marketing-program
planning, and are summarized in Table IV-3 below. Such guidances
were furnished by analysis based upon observation and experimentation..
Table IV-3: Guidances used by banks under study in
Marketing-program Planning
Guidance No. of Banks /o of 20 banks)
Executive Opinion 15 75
Customer's expectation method. 11 55
Statistical Method. 10 50
However, the bank's marketing executives were inclined. to say that
they depended. largely upon past experience in. planning programs.
This might be a compound. of many thing, including deductive reasoning
about past programs, perhaps for different types of services post-
testing to ascertain whether certain means of marketing were effective,
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and. to what extent, in attaining desired objectives and the
conclusions reached. through sales analysis. Table IV-4 shows the
types of sales analysis the banks under study used in.judgin.g their
past experience in planning programs.
Table IV-4: Types of Sales Analysis the banks under study
used in judging their experience in
planning programs
7 of 20 Banks lType No. of Banks
Comparison with data for the same 12 60
months in prior years
Comparison with data before and 10 50
of ter the campaign
Comparison with data available 4 20
from banks of similar size
Computer sales analysis 1 5
Administering the Marketing Campaign
In administering the marketing campaign. in a program, the
most important managerial problem between. planning and. execution is
the scheduling process. Banks may have a master of flexible schedule
for the timing of their marketing programs for services and promotion,
or they may not have such timing schedule. However, for location.
decisions, most banks have detail timing schedule.
Table IV-5 summarizes the type of schedule used. by banks under study
in administering their marketing campaigns for new services and
promotion.
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Table IV-5: Type of Schedule used by Banks under study
in administering their marketing campaigns
Type No. of banks % of 20 banks
Master Schedule 4 20
Flexible Schedule 6 30
Indefinite Schedule 10 50
However, in order to achieve better administering
efficiency, subsidiaries were established to share the banks' services.
Banks might establish more than one subsidiary to offer the same
services to different groups of customers. Table IV-6 gives the types
of subsidiaries established by banks of different size group.
Table IV-6: Subsidiaries owned. by Banks under study
of different size group
Large Medium Small Total
No. % No. %Type of subsidiary No. % No. %
of 7 of 8 of 5 of 20
Finance Company 5 71.42 1 12.50 1 20.00 7 35
Trustee Company 3 42.85 1 12.50 1 20.00 5 25
Nominee Company 2 28.57 2 25.00 0 00.00 4 20
Investment Company 0 00.00 1 12.50 0 00.00 1 5
Most of the banks, especially the large one, had established finance
companies to offer financial services to the mass public. Major
services offered include house-instalment loans, hire-purchase loans,





During the past decade , the banks in Hong Kong have been
successfulin attracting more and more deposits . They have been
equally successfulin providing more and better services to the
community. This is due partly to the economicdevelopmentof Hong
Kong and the hard workingof local people . It is also due partly to
the change in bank policy from consideringitself as a mere financial
institution to considering itself as a manufacturerof financial
services . Formerly banks were regarded as institutions serving only
the giant corporationsand . the upper class people , and . thus had a
lofty image in the eyes of ordinarypeople . Now , the banks have
changed the image by serving the mass public as well as the corporate
customers. Because of such change in policy that turns the banks
from production- orientationto service - orientation, banks have become
increasinglyaware of modern managementtechniques. In the past ,
bankers regarded themselvesas buyers and sellers of money . Their
main objective was to earn adequate profits for their owners . They
were profit - oriented, caring little about how to improveand to
promote their services . Their major policy was to keep the banks as
conservatives they could so as to remain secure in the eyes of
their customers. They refused changes of any kind which might harm
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the image of the banks and would affect the profitabilityof their
business. Until to - day , many banks have still maintainedthis same
image as it was ten years ago .
Because of the great market potential from the mass public ,
banks have gradually realized that they could do much more business
if they could attract more people to their banks . These would not
harm their image and would bring nice profits to them despite the
increase in - bank expenditures. Retail banking has therefore been
given the greatest consideration. Wide network of branch offices
has been set up and now the concept of neighbourhoodbanking vigorously
promoted. Customersof every walk of life are now received with
eagernessand courtesy from bank staffs . This has resulted in a great
increase in the number of local people opening accounts in their
offices , which in turn has enabled the banks to develop more new
services for the customers. In order to protect the depositors,
banking ordinances were revised to enable the governmento control
the banking business. Since then the banking businesshas been on the
track toward growth and development. Now , the banks not only compete
for deposits, they also competefor loans and other non - financial
services.
The growth in the volume of banking businessoften leads to
impersonaland alienated banker - customer relation which need be
remedied through the use of marketing techniques. There appears to
be a growing tendency to utilize marketingtechniques, though most
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banks in Hong Kong are still not taking a systematic approach. The
absence of a systematic marketing effort does not mean that the banks
have not performed the marketing function. Usually they assign some
individuals in other functional departments to do the job. Their
immediate marketing goals are to research into new services and new
branch locations. They focus their marketing efforts on business
development and advertising/promotion. Since most of the banks are
organized on product-line basis, their marketing functions are
generally carried out by product-line departments.
In the retail banking business, d.eposits are the most
important services. Deposits are now regarded as convenience goods
market segmentation. and differentiation are generally practised in
providing this service, so is product identification through the use
of brand names, trademarks and slogans. Large banks have maintained.
a wide network of branch offices to promote convenience for the
customers and to attract more deposits. However, rates, commissions
and charges do not constitute an important part of the retail banking
business because of the mutual agreement among the banks.
In promoting their business, banks in. Hong Kong have not
practiced personal selling as into her businesses. Advertising is
the most important element in the promotional mix of the bank
marketing program. The advertising objectives of the banks are in
conformity with their marketing objectives. The most common media
used are newspapers and magazines, and the central theme has been
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full service banking and savings deposits. Sales promotion is also
an important element in bank marketing activities the tools commonly
used are office display and signs as well as advertising specialties.
Marketing information are obtained mostly from secondary
sources, while marketing research is rarely performed as bankers in
Hong Kong rely so much on their experience and intuition.
Administration of marketing programs vary from bank to bank.
In large-size banks, the marketing decisions are delegated to the
middle-level management in medium and. small-size banks, such decisions
are made by the chief executive officer. Usually, no department is
organized for the introduction and operation of a new service, only
a special committee is organized to plan for a marketing campaign
There are certain guidances and analysis for banks to plan their
marketing campaigns. Banks usually establish financial, trustee, and
nominee subsidiaries to promote and market profitable services.
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Evaluation
Marketing Concept. There appears to be no limit to the
banking industry's broadening of its retail services in Hong Kong.
Banks need increase the volume and the effectiveness of their
communications with the consumer market. Active and. emphatic
cultivation of the retail market should be the rule rather than, the
exception. Major shifts in consumer and industrial demand patterns
have already increased. the demand for existing services and caused
the introduction of many new services.
Just as a bank's services must change, major changes must
also take place in bank management. Bankers must realize that
marketing is an integral part of banking. Although the banks under
study have been using marketing techniques, they have not yet
developed the truly integrated, customer-oriented marketing programs
which are the essence of the marketing concept. This may explain why
the banks under study placed. so low a priority for creating a true
marketing department.
Bankers have gotten themselves into a position where they are
reacting rather than. acting on the outside environment. This means
that they have no or little creative thanking.
To summarize, the Hong Kong banking industry at the present
stage lacks:
a.Integrated. approach in. their marketing programs
b.Top management support and. understanding and
c.Creativity and innovation
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Marketing Goals. It seems that the banks under study have
placed their emphasis on. their long term objectives in. their marketing
activities a good corporate image, long-term growth, and attracting
profitable customers and prospects. Unfortunately, they d.o not have
more specific, internediate objectives. In. marketing their ratail
services, the bankers should be specific in setting certain intermediate
objectives with regard to volume of business, target customers, major
competitors and market segments. Only a few banks under study have
their goals specified. to a certain. market segment and to certain services
and. customers.
Rarely did the banks under study have written objectives for
all their employee to observe. They need. put up written objectives,
not only for the bank as a whole, but also for each department, branch
or division. Such wirtten marketing objectives should be formulated.
either by the chief executive officer or by a management committee in
accordance with the policy laid down-by the board. of directors.
To summarise:
a. Most of the banks under study have no specific objectives
b. They do not have written. objectives.
Product Strategies. The banks under study did. not apply
market segmentation. in their product strategies very much. Only a few
banks provided. services that where not offered by most banks. Thus,
most of the banks competed in a rather narrow range of customer services,
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wasting too much of their marketing effort in competing for the
existing market. This is true both for their convenience goods and
shopping goods. The banks were reluctant to develop new products
because they believed that they would d.o better in.segmentating the
market geographically rather than. by product. Also, they were afraid.
of being loss leaders in their services. These considerations have
greatly dampened their initiative to create new services.
Nor did the banks under study care much about d.ifferentiating
their products psychologically from those provided by other banks. This
can. only be explan.ied. by the lack of understanding of marketing tech-
niques. Actually, banks could sell the same services in.differen.t
fashions to same customer by choosing different themes and occasions.
Product identification was also not common, although certain
devices were utilized.. Most of the banks under study did. design. their
trademarks and symbols, but it was a pity that they d.id. not relate such
marks to those services which they would. like to promote. This is another
example of the lack of integrated. bank marketing programs.
Location Strategies. Research into new locations was one of
the most importan.t jobs for banks to concentrate their efforts. Because
of the scarcity of appropriate site for new branches, the banks had. to
limit their effort to the development of main., regional, target, satellite,
supplementary and. prestige branch offices.
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Such branching not only provided convenience for their customers, but
also stimulated competitions among banks in. the same region. Because
branching has been a very important part in the marketing programs of
Hong Kong banks, the banks have, over the years, accumulated good.
experience in operating a multi-branch retail banking system.
Rates, Commissions, and Charges. Since there was an Interest
Rate Agreement among banks under study, this did. not constitute an
important factor in their marketing programs. Interest rates, commi-
ssions and charges were subject to agreement in. light of market
situations the banks had little autonomous power in their price
decisions.
Promotion Strategies. Personal solicitation. was not a
common practice in the marketing program of banks under study. The
banks had no regular sales call program, and only a few banks had.
full-time personnel assigned to missionary sales work. Although most
of the bank staff received. the customers with eagerness and. courtesy,
they were in fact not actively inviting business from prospective
customers. Personal contact is the key to d.evelopin.g new business in
a residential area, although it is expensive.
Advertising was the most common marketing techniques used.
by the banks under study. In small banks, marketing meant good
advertising. Most banks emphasized their advertising themes on, certain
types of retail services, they limited. the advertising themes on.
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certain types of retail services, and they limited the advertising
media to newspaper and magazines. However, the banks had no pre-
advertising tests and advertising research, except in.on.e large
bank under study. Most of the banks were reluctant to disclose their
advertising expenditures.
Although sales promotion. also constituted. a very important
part in the marketing program of the banks, this type of promotion.
was not.used effectively. For example, displays an.d signs were often.
used for filling the dark corners of the office lobbies, while
booklets and brochures might not be distributed to their target
customers.
Public relations was the most neglected. aspect of promotion
in the banks under study, although most of them had. assigned personnel
for this job. Public relation.s function was in fact the precedent of
all other marketing functions, and. must be well planned and. managed.
However, most public relations programs were not carefully studied
and planned., and. any good performance witnessed. in public relations
might just be accidental or something of an automatic by-product from
courteous an.d, efficient service. The problem with public relations
management in. these banks was that most of the effective work was done
by bank employees other than public relations officers.
Marketing Information and Research. This was the weakest
spot in. the marketing programs of banks under study. Most banks
obtained information. from secondary sources and. research for primary
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information was not common. They thought marketing research was
expensive and. might not provide relevant information if entrusted to
outside researchers who were not experienced in banking. So far,
most of the research done were on product market potential research
or customer's attitude study was not common.
Administration of Marketing Program. The banks under study,
especially the large and medium-sized, had. specialised planning
department or management committee separate from the execution phase
of the marketing program. For small-sized. banks, the planning phase
and. the execution. phase were merged. into each other, and it was
difficult to ascertain. where one stopped and. the other began. It need.
be realised that such a distinction. between. planning and execution is
essential for a meaningful marketing program.
In. so far as planning is concerned., the marketing executives
in, banks un.d.er study were of the opinion. that they d.epen.d.ed largely
upon. past experience in. planning the marketing program. This
reflected. the absence of marketing research as bass for most marketing
planning. Furthermore, most banks had no schedule for the introduction




How Marketing Would. Work
It was clear from the evaluation. that the banks in Hong Kong
did. not have organized marketing efforts in. the marketing programs.
The major reason. for this, in the author's opinion, is because retail
banking in Hong Kong is still more or less a sellers market. As the
banking business matures--its maturity will certainly come true in. the
next decade--the bankers will become far more alert of the marketing
aspects..of their business. For the time being, bankers need. improve
their marketing techniques in order to get prepared. for future challenge.
Certain suggestions for improvement are presented below
1. Acceptance by Top Management
Because marketing is a philosophy of conducting the bank's
business from the view-point of the customer, it is necessary that top
management of the bank must at least have a general understanding of
marketing and must spend some time on. marketing planning. An. organized.
marketing effort requires, first of all, a change in thinking that has
dominated. the operations of most banks. It is only when the thinking
changes that we can expect a change in. budgetary allocations and in. the
way to do business.
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2. Development of an Embryo Marketing Organization. A
bank would do well on its way to operating under a marketing
concept if all of its marketing functions are coordinated and
unified into t total program. With this understanding, certain
embryo marketing organization is needed in the development of an
integrated marketing effort. A feasible organization chart of
marketing1 for banks under study is presented in Figure VI'-I.
Figure VI-1: A suggested marketing organization plan










Marketing Officer Direct Mail
Staff Work
The general manager or the chief executive officer is responsible
for the setting of marketing policy and for exercising leadership
in customer cultivation effort. A marketing officer is needed,
who will be responsible for the research, training, public relations
and be responsible for the research, training, public relations and
budgets for the marketing programs and campaigns. He should have
experience in communication field. An Assistant to the Marketing
Officer is needed fo work full time on advertising, direct mail and
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staff work.
As the marketing concept in banks matures, an. optimum plan
may be developed for total bank marketing. This plan is presented in
Appendix Dl In this plan, a director of marketing is appointed as an
officer of the bank, who will have substantial status in the organi-
zation to head up and develop an organized. marketing effort.
3. Systematic Management of the Marketing Program. For an effective
management of the marketing program, a systematic approach is desirable.
A routine for a systematic management of the marketing program-is
suggested in Figures VI-2. This routine can be modified according to
the special characteristics of the individual bank.
4. Establishment of Various Marketing Functions. A total marketing
effort has to embrace all the essential marketing functions. These
functions should be tailored to the specific needs of the ind.ivid.ual
bank and should form an integrated marketing program for the bank.
The following are suggestions:2
A. Advertising
a. Direct and coordinate institutional, product, and direct mail
advertising programs
b. Determine types of advertising and. media to be utilized.
c. Evaluate advertising programs of competing institutions
d. Develop sales literature to explain and promote banks services
and
e. Review and revise, when necessary, all types of communications
with the aim of improving customer relations.
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B . Business Development
a . Organizeand direct a sales training program among all levels
of employeeswho are in constant contact with the public
b . Develop a continuousbusiness developmentcampaign among
special groups such as professionalpeople , junior executives,
etc;
c . Develop campaignsto obtain new business through greater
service penetration of existing customers
d . Developprogramsfor calling on newcomersto the bank ' s service
area , particularlyin certain under - developedlocalities and
e . Install and . administernew servicesto the point of line
assignmentswith personnel , supplementedas needed .
C . Public Relations
a . Establisha news bureau and maintain relations with newspapers,
radio , and television stations
b . Establisha formal speakers' bureau through the selectionand
training of speakers, formulate, evaluate , and select speech
text materials and speaking engagements
c . Approve groups for bank tours and organize the program
d . Determinethe civic groups and organizationsn which the
bank should . participate , and designate appropriate representatives
e . Coordinatehe purchaseoftickets to luncheons, dinners , and
other functions, and . designateindividualsto attend and
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f.Develop and initiate programs among employees to further the
understanding of economic developments and government regulatioi
D.Research
Marketing Research: External
a.Conduct surveys of consumer needs, attitudes and preferences
b.Review, on a current basis, branch office facilities to
determine if they are adequate to serve the applicable services
area
c.Determine realistic service areas for branch offices
d.Establish annual sales quotas for branch offices
e.Determine potential, quality, and accessibility of special
groups of customers
f.Determine areas which offer potential for special business
development activities
Marketing Research: Internal
g.Evaluate special promotional programs and determine advertising
effectiveness
h.Administer and evaluate shoppers' surveys to determine quality
and price of surveys and of competitors' surveys
i.Assist in administering studies to determine the attitude and
competence of public-contact employees
j.Evaluate, on a current basis, new and current banking services
for possible adoption and the terms, rates, etc to be followed
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k. Ascertain the relative profitability of various types of
current services and the advisability of continuing or
raising the prices of those which show little, if any,
profit to the bank
1. Analyse the reasons for the mortality in current services,
and recommend ways and means for maximum retention
m. Determine penetration rates of current customers and
n. Determine the socio-economic characteristics of current
and new customers.
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The Hong Kong banking system will surely reach its
maturity in. the mot distant future in view of the development of
local economy and. the hard-working of all banking industrialists.
The banking industry will maintain its importance in the Hong
Kong economy, and marketing techniques will become common. management
tools for its operations. In. the future, more intensive and profound
studies on the marketing aspects of banking would be possible and.
the marketing programs would provide adequate information, and




1 Adapted. from the suggested marketing organization plan. for
a small bank by W. Ogden Ross, Marketing in Commercial Banks,
(Ann Arbor, Michigan: Masterco Press, Inc., 1968), p.41.
2 Adapted from the marketing functions of the marketing division
of the National Bank of Detroit as presented in the book by
Luther H. Hodges, jr., and Rollie Tillman Jr., Bank Marketing:
Text and Cases, (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, Inc., 1968), pp.162-163.
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APPENDIX A-1
LIST OF LICENSED INCORPORATED BANKS
Algemene Bank Nederland N.V. Hong Kong Chinese Bank Ltd.
American. Express International Bank Hong Nin Savings Bank Ltd..
Indian. Overseas Bank Ltd.Corporation
International Bank of CommerceBangkok Bank Ltd.
Bank Negara Indonesia 1946 Ka Wah Bank Ltd.
Bank of America National Trust and. Kincheng Banking Corporation
Korea Exchange BankSavings Association.
Kwangtung Provincial BankBank of Canton Ltd.
(Hong Kong Branch)Bank of China (Hong Kong Branch)
Kwong On Bank Ltd.Bank of Communications
Liu Chong Hin.g Bank Ltd.(Hong Kong Branch)
Malayan Banking BerhadBank of East Asia Ltd.
Merchantile Bank Ltd.Bank of India
Nanyang Commercial Bank Ltd..Bank of Tokyo Ltd.
National Bank of PakistanBanque Belge pour L`Etranger
National Commercial Bank Ltd.(Extreme-Orient) S.A.
(Hong Kong Branch)Banque de L'Indochine
Overseas-Chinese BankingBanque Nationale de Paris
Corporation Ltd.Chartered Bank
Overseas Trust Bank Ltd.Chase Manhattan Bank N.A.
Overseas Union Bank Ltd.Chekiang First Bank Ltd.
Po Sang Bank Ltd..China and South Sea Bank Ltd..
Sanwa Bank Ltd.(Hong Kong Branch)
Shanghai Commercial Bank Ltd.China State Bank Ltd.
Sin Hua Trust, Savings and.(Hong Kong Branch)
Commercial Bank Ltd.Chiyu Banking Corporation Ltd.
(Hong Kong Branch)Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd.
Sumitomo Bank Ltd..Commercial Bank of Hong Kong Ltd.
Tai Sang Bank Ltd.Dah Sing Bank Ltd..
Tai Yau Bank Ltd.Dao Hen.g Bank Ltd.
Underwriters Bank Inc.Deutsch-Asiatische Bank
Union Bank of Hong Kong Ltd.Equitable Banking Corporation.
United. Chinese Bank Ltd..Far East Bank Ltd.
United Commercial BankFirst National City Bank
United. Overseas Bank Ltd..Four Seas Communications Bank Ltd.
Wayfoon.g Finance Ltd..Hang Lung Bank Ltd.
Wing Hang Bank Ltd.Hang Seng Bank Ltd..
Wing Lung Bank Ltd..Hong Kong Industrial and
Wing On Bank Ltd..Commercial Bank Ltd..
Yien. Yieh Commercial Bank Ltd..Hong Kong Metropolitan. Bank Ltd..
(Hong Kong Branch)Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation
Source: The Hong Kong Government Gazette, No.14, Vol. CXIV, April 1972.
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APPENDIX A-2
LIST OF LICENSED UNINCORPORATED BANKS
Chan Man Cheong Finance Co. Ming Tai Finance Co.
Lee Shing
Source: The Hong Kong Government Gazette, No.14, Vol.CXIV, April 1972.
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APPENDIX B
AUTHORIZED FOREIGN EXCHANGE BANKS IN HONG KONG
Head Office
Netherlands Algemene Bank Nederland. N.V.
U.S.A. American Express International Bank Corporation.
Thailand Bangkok Bank Ltd.
U.S.A. Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association
Hong Kong Bank of Canton Ltd.
China Bank of China
China Bank of Communications
Hong Kong Bank of East Asia Ltd.
India Bank of India
Indonesia Bank Negara Indonesia
Japan. Bank of Tokyo Ltd..
Belgium Banque Belge pour L'Etranger (Extreme-Orient) S.A.
France Banque de Lilndochine
France Banque Nationale de Paris
Chartered BankUnited Kingdom
U.S.A. Chase Manhattan Bank N.A.
Hong Kong Chekiang First Bank Ltd..
China China and South Sea Bank Ltd.
China China State Bank Ltd..
Hong Kong Chiyu Banking Corporation. Ltd..
Malaysia Chung Khiaw Bank Ltd..
W. Germany Deutsch-Asiatische Bank
Philippines Equitable Banking Corporation.
U.S.A. First National City Bank
Malaysia Four Seas Commun.ication.s Bank Ltd..
Hong Kong Hong Kong Chinese Bank Ltd..
Hong Kong Hong Kong Metropolitan Bank
Hong Kong Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation.
Hong Kong Hong Kong Industrial and Commercial Bank Ltd..
India Indian Overseas Bank Ltd..
U.S.A. International Bank of Commerce
China Kincheng Banking Corporation
South Korea Korea Exchange Bank
Hong Kong Kwong On Bank Ltd..
Malaysia Malayan Banking Berhad.
United Kingdom Merchan.tile Bank Ltd.
Hong Kong Nan.yang Commercial Bank Ltd..
Pakistan National Bank of Pakistan.
China National Commercial Bank Ltd..
Malaysia Overseas Chinese Banking Corporation.
Hong Kong Overseas Trust Bank Ltd..




Japan Sanwa Bank Ltd..
Hong Kong Shanghai Commercial Bank Ltd..
China Sin Hua Trust, Savings and. Commercial Bank Ltd.
Japan Sumitomo Bank Ltd..
U.S.A. Underwriters Bank Inc.
Malaysia United Chinese Bank Ltd.
India United Commercial Bank
Malaysia United Overseas Bank Ltd..
Hong Kong Wing On Bank Ltd.
Source: Hong Kong Exchange Banks Association, 1972.
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APPENDIX C
$ MillionBANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS
1961-1971
AssetsLiabilities
Balances due toAs at Total Balances due to TotalLoans
other banks Banksend. of other banks andBanks Invest-LiabilitiesTotal
in H.K. men tin. H.K. Abroad. and Assets Abroad Advances,ashDepositsyear
6,351 144 414 1,371 2,334370 2323733, 3671961
7,689 162 162 1, 688 2912, 849499 3031962 4, 311
9,588410 201 773 2,070603 1871963 5, 425 3,642
5 80 10, 364 824 1, 7456, 491 737 202 4, 6121964 475
12,066 2201965 79250 9 50 836 1, 006 2,912 59038 527
19136-1966 994 139826 2328, 40 5 1, 178 593803,814 537
1967 8,162 19 115 1,199 14,235 333 1, 127 39534 5, 343 590
1968 109367 19314 19415 17,013 310 1,351 59238 61038 636
1969 12,297 1,239 19845 199794 333 19290 5, 722 7,884 669
1970 14,955 19525 29212 23,831 356 1, 534 7,099 9,670 855
1971 18, 785 19980 3,000 299485 358 2,004 9,384 119836 1,081
Sources: Hong Kong Statistics, 1947-1967.
Hong Kong Monthly Statistics Digest, December 1971.
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服 務 ， 亦 漸 能 與 其 他 先 進 地 區 娩 美 。
12
在 行 政 方 面 ， 大 型 銀 行 多 分 權 於 中 級 行 政 人 員 ， 惟 在
中 小 型 銀 行 ， 決 策 權 仍 操 諸 高 級 行 政 人 員 之 手 。 至 市 場 計
劃 之 實 施 ， 除 大 型 銀 行 訂 有 主 要 程 序 外 ， 其 他 則 祇 有 富 彈
性 之 計 劃 程 序 。
為 應 付 行 政 需 要 ， 銀 行 往 往 另 設 附 屬 財 務 公 司 、 信 託
人 公 司 、 代 理 人 公 司 及 投 資 公 司 ， 以 加 強 對 顧 客 之 服 務 。
四 、 結 語
總 括 上 述 ， 本 港 銀 行 經 營 已 有 以 市 場 學 方 法 來 推 展 其
零 售 銀 行 業 務 之 趨 。 為 其 一 年 或 甚 至 數 年 之 整 體 市 場 計 劃
， 已 漸 漸 為 行 政 人 員 所 遵 從 利 用 ， 因 而 本 港 銀 行 對 公 眾 之
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場 合 流 送 紀 念 品 及 用 品 ， 並 在 銀 行 內 備 有 精 美 小 冊 ， 介 紹
各 類 業 務 之 手 續 。
(d) 公 共 關 係
近 年 銀 行 均 對 顧 客 展 開 笑 臉 攻 勢 ， 加 深 銀 行 對 顧 客 之
印 象 ， 並 不 時 對 報 界 發 表 消 息 。
(H)
市 場 資 料 及 研 究 　 　 衹 有 大 規 模 之 銀 行 才 進 行 市 場
研 究 。 在 本 文 所 研 究 之 對 象 中 ， 只 有 兩 家 銀 行 從 事 直 接 客
戶 意 見 調 查 ， 至 間 接 資 料 則 通 過 政 府 刊 物 ， 報 章 及 其 他 刊
物 獲 得 。
三 、 市 場 計 劃 之 行 政
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⑴
廣 告 目 標 　 多 在 求 得 增 加 存 款 ， 宣 傳 其 所 有 一 切 之 銀 行
業 務 及 信 譽 等 。
⑵
廣 告 媒 介 　 報 紙 及 雜 誌 最 為 普 遍 採 用 ， 但 電 視 及 電 影 之
廣 告 已 逐 漸 加 增 、
⑶
廣 告 主 題 　 與 目 標 配 合 ， 多 為 鼓 勵 存 款 儲 蓄 ， 有 些 則 為
限 於 某 幾 種 業 務 。
⑷ 廣 告 管 理 　 多 託 廣 告 代 理 代 行 策 劃 ， 提 出 建 議 ， 然 後 由
銀 行 決 策 人 仕 選 定 執 行 。
(C) 業 務 宣 傳 運 動
本 港 銀 行 均 在 顯 眼 外 安 放 廣 告 牌 ， 放 特 別 性 之 節 目 及
9區 分 ， 其 目 的 在 減 少 大 小 銀 行 間 競 爭 機 會 之 不 均 。 至 個 人
貸 款 利 率 ， 則 視 個 別 顧 客 之 條 件 及 當 時 資 本 市 場 之 情 況 而
定 。 其 他 為 滙 款 、 金 銀 外 弊 找 換 及 保 險 相 等 服 務 收 費 ， 各
銀 行 相 差 有 限 ， 故 在 市 場 計 劃 內 不 甚 看 重 。
(G) 業 務 協 進 運 動
(a) 個 人 推 銷 　 此 法 本 港 銀 行 除 一 家 外 ， 餘 均 未 採 用 。
通 常 只 是 由 行 內 之 部 門 主 任 ， 營 業 代 表 及 客 戶 服 務 人 員 提
供 最 普 遍 之 推 銷 行 動 。 至 於 逐 戶 訪 問 ， 則 衹 有 一 家 外 商 銀
行 派 員 到 各 工 廠 訪 問 。
(t) 廣告
8關 於 分 支 行 址 ， 各 銀 行 均 有 詳 細 計 劃 。 就 本 文 所 討 論
之 二 十 家 銀 行 言 ， 共 有 總 分 行 二 百 一 十 一 間 ， 佔 全 港 總 分
行 百 分 之 四 十 八 強 。 由 於 香 港 都 市 地 理 環 境 特 殊 ， 除 新 建
區 域 外 ， 其 他 均 為 工 商 住 宅 混 合 區 ， 故 理 想 地 點 不 易 選 擇
。 根 據 作 者 訪 問 所 得 ， 銀 行 開 展 分 行 之 策 略 為
(a) 主要地區 總 分 行 、 (b) 地 區 分 行 , (c) (d)(e) 性分行及 (f)
體 面 式 分 行 。 選 擇 分 行 工 點 之 法 則 ， 以 該 址 對
顧 客 之 便 利 性 、 人 口 密 度 及 工 商 業 集 中 為 依 歸 。
(F) 銀 行 勞 務 債 格 　 　 根 據 銀 行 利 率 協 議 ， 本 港 銀 行 共
分 五 級 存 款 利 率 ， 每 級 差 別 為 百 分 之 點 二 五 ， 以 存 款 總 額
7業 務 及 特 有 業 務 三 種 。 方 便 性 業 務 如 活 期 存 款 及 儲 蓄 存 款
等 ， 又 因 銀 行 本 身 之 條 件 及 顧 客 之 需 要 ， 可 有 不 同 之 式 樣
， 藉 以 增 加 與 同 業 競 爭 之 能 力 。 銀 行 亦 有 利 用 本 身 已 有 之
聲 譽 、 商 標 及 宣 傳 口 語 等 ， 與 其 業 務 一 併 宣 傳 ， 以 示 有 別
於 同 業 之 同 樣 業 務 。
(E) 行 址 關 於 行 址 位 置 之 選 擇 及 安 排 ， 就 本 文 研 究
範 圍 內 之 銀 行 而 論 ， 除 數 間 外 ， 其 餘 均 自 置 總 行 大 廈 。 在
總 行 內 ， 低 層 及 大 堂 多 用 作 處 理 方 便 性 之 業 務 ， 以 便 利 往
來 眾 多 之 顧 客 ， 地 庫 則 用 作 保 險 庫 — 至 於 上 層 則 用 作 辦 事
處 及 可 與 個 別 顧 客 詳 談 之 會 客 室 。
6(C) 行動組織　　本港銀行除一間之外，均未有特別之 市 場 部 門 推 展 其 市 場 計 劃 ， 而 是 由 其 他 業 務 部 門 兼 辦 ， 其
決 策 人 仕 多 為 經 理 級 之 行 政 人 員 ， 其 工 作 目 標 側 重 於 新 創
業 務 及 新 行 址 之 研 究 。 除 業 務 促 進 及 計 劃 、 公 共 關 係 多 有
事 人 負 責 外 ， 其 他 各 項 均 為 兼 任 者 。 至 於 銀 行 本 身 部 門 ，
則 仍 照 傳 統 功 能 及 業 務 方 式 區 分 ， 未 有 以 零 售 及 批 發 之 市
場 學 概 念 來 劃 分 部 門 。
(D)
業務種類　本港銀行業務類型並不繁多，若以市場學之觀點分之，則可分為零售及批發二途。就本文所討 論 之 零 售 業 務 範 圍 而 言 ， 可 再 綱 分 為 方 便 性 業 務 ， 選 擇 性
5成 員 不 僅 限 抒 親 屬 ， 工 商 業 及 社 會 領 袖 亦 均 被 邀 參 與 。 此
外 受 過 高 深 教 育 之 高 級 及 中 級 行 政 人 員 日 多 ， 加 以 一 般
股 東 之 監 督 ， 皆 有 利 於 業 務 擴 展 。
二 、 銀 行 市 場 企 劃 之 內 容
(A) 目 標 首 要 在 爭 取 個 別 銀 行 對 市 民 之 良 好 印 象 及
信 心 ， 其 次 則 為 吸 引 較 有 利 之 顧 客 ， 再 次 則 為 爭 取 較 大 之
市 場 及 應 付 同 業 間 之 競 爭 。
(B) 策 略 增 加 銀 行 業 務 之 種 類 ， 包 括 改 善 現 有 業 務
之 水 準 ， 增 設 分 支 行 址 ， 增 加 存 款 利 息 ， 減 低 個 人 貸 款 利 息
及 業 務 協 進 運 動 。
4七 十 三 家 ， 惟 銀 行 總 行 及 分 支 行 之 總 數 則 自 六 一 年 之 壹 零
一 間 增 至 七 一 年 之 肆 佰 卅 一 間 ， 而 銀 行 對 人 口 之 比 例 ， 則
由 六 一 年 之 每 間 三 萬 一 千 一 百 八 十 四 人 降 至 七 一 年 每 間 九
千 一 百 卅 五 人 。 在 七 一 年 有 四 十 間 外 國 銀 行 在 港 設 立 代 表
辦 事 處 ， 其 他 之 商 業 銀 行 機 構 ， 財 務 公 司 ， 及 外 資 加 緊 收
購 本 地 銀 行 ， 均 對 銀 行 界 本 身 作 出 前 所 未 有 之 挑 戰 。
科 技 之 發 達 ， 亦 已 改 進 本 港 若 干 銀 行 對 市 民 之 服 務 水
平 ， 如 本 港 已 有 七 間 銀 行 ， 利 用 現 代 電 子 計 算 機 ， 處 理 客
戶 之 數 字 資 料 。
同 時 ， 本 港 之 銀 行 內 部 組 織 ， 亦 日 臻 健 全 。 董 事 會 之
3若 以 等 級 區 分 ， 則 分 為 授 權 外 滙 銀 行 與 非 授 權 外 滙 銀 行 。
若 以 業 務 範 圍 區 分 ， 則 分 為 國 際 財 務 、 本 地 財 務 、 外 貿 財
務 ， 銀 錢 買 賣 找 換 及 為 體 面 而 成 立 之 銀 行 等 。
據 政 府 統 計 數 字 指 出 ， 七 一 年 度 銀 行 對 私 人 貸 款 ， 比
六 五 年 增 加 倍 半 有 餘 ， 而 七 一 年 度 銀 行 儲 蓄 存 款 遠 進 過 活
期 存 款 ， 可 見 來 自 零 售 市 場 之 資 金 已 成 首 要 。
自 六 四 年 及 六 七 年 修 改 銀 行 法 例 以 來 ， 所 有 客 戶 均 得
到 法 例 保 障 ， 銀 行 已 能 給 與 客 戶 絕 大 之 信 心 ， 因 而 顧 客 對
其 服 務 之 需 求 有 增 無 已 。
雖 然 銀 行 牌 照 數 字 自 六 一 年 之 八 十 五 家 減 為 七 壹 年 之
2得 之 資 料 ， 加 以 整 理 、 最 納 及 推 論 ， 以 期 各 界 對 本 港 銀 行
界 之 市 場 企 劃 ， 有 深 入 之 認 識 ， 而 就 純 學 術 立 場 言 ， 則 希
望 對 新 興 之 銀 行 市 場 學 ， 有 所 瞭 解 及 探 討 。
本 文 研 究 對 象 ， 為 本 港 七 十 三 間 政 府 發 牌 之 特 許 銀 行
中 之 二 十 家 。 其 中 因 背 景 不 同 ， 經 營 手 法 有 異 ， 惟 其 異 同
大 致 可 代 表 香 港 一 般 銀 行 對 零 售 市 場 企 劃 之 情 況 。
一 、 香 港 銀 行 來 鳥 瞰
香 港 銀 行 之 區 分 ， 以 資 本 主 而 論 ， 則 以 華 資 銀 行 為 首
， 其 次 則 為 中 國 大 陸 之 銀 行 ， 再 次 則 為 海 外 華 僑 所 有 ， 再
次 則 為 英 商 及 美 商 。 以 資 本 總 額 而 論 ， 則 以 後 二 者 為 最 大
1香 港 特 許 銀 行 市 場 計 劃 之 分 析 　 　 　 吳 江 明
序 言
由 於 香 港 近 十 年 來 之 工 商 業 發 達 ， 市 民 入 息 增 加 ， 從
前 以 工 商 業 大 主 顧 為 服 務 對 象 之 銀 行 業 ， 有 見 及 市 民 大 眾
資 金 及 財 產 之 龐 大 潛 力 ， 已 對 此 服 務 環 節 加 以 注 意 ， 從 而
吸 收 個 人 存 款 及 作 個 人 貸 款 。 一 家 銀 行 在 此 方 面 獲 得 成 功
， 其 他 銀 行 亦 爭 相 仿 效 ， 遂 引 起 建 設 性 之 競 爭 ， 各 施 宣 傳
及 招 徠 手 法 ， 在 市 場 學 上 所 謂 之 零 售 市 場 ， 互 爭 長 短 。
本 文 乃 就 本 港 銀 行 對 於 宣 傳 、 招 徠 、 業 務 拓 展 及 研 究
之 整 體 零 售 市 場 企 劃 ， 作 一 專 題 研 究 ， 根 據 搜 集 及 訪 問 所
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